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SUMMARY 

The results of geological-gravitational modeling of the deep structure of the Ukrainian Carpathians are 
presented. The usage of certain parameters of approximate structures and computer technologies, that 
will enable to work with complex models of geological environment, as well as the development, 
improvement and specification of prior model under the influence of geological analysis of the nature 
of the differences between observed and model fields are the main conditions of informativity and 
reliability of the results of modeling. The number of elevations, related to positive gravity anomalies, 
has been revealed within the Carpathians nappe. They are available to modern drilling. Mesozoic 
deposits turn out to be similar to Lopushnia oil field and lie on Paleozoic rocks within most of 
elevations. 
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Introduction 
 
The overlapped structure of the Carpathians and part of the Precarpathian Depression is beyond any 
doubts. Geological-tectonic maps, seismic and drilling data within different parts of the Carpathians 
and the Precarpathian Depression help to establish the geological models of overlapped Cretaceous-
Paleogene-Neogene unit. The development of the geological models of underthrust (bed) of the 
Carpathian Region is very typical, especially within perspective part of oil and gas content located to 
the west of the Precarpathian deep fault and within the exterior of the Precarpathian Depression, that 
is east from the Precarpathian deep fault; the very perspective part is covered with Paleogene-
Neogene rocks overlap fault.  
 
Methods. 
 
The establishment of geological-density model of geological environment, agreed upon with observed 
gravity field, may be achieved by different ways of solution of gravity inversion; the very solutions 
are based on certain techniques for applying computer technologies. Geological informativity and 
feasibility are the major requirements. The usage of certain parameters of approximate constructions 
and accurate computer technologies, that would allow to work with complex models of geological 
environment along with the development, improvement and specification of priori model under the 
influence of geological analysis of the nature of the differences between the observed and model 
fields (primarily, priori model field, resulting from solution of gravity modeling) considering 
predictions (hypothesis) about the possible environment structure will be able to ensure the very 
requirements. S.S. Krasovskii calls this approach gravitational modeling, while Ye.H. Bulakha 
mentions it as geological modeling, and V.M. Strakhov calls it selection method, which he suggests as 
the only practical way of solving gravity inversion. Presented approach of quantitative gravimetric 
interpretation is identified as geological-gravitational modeling to emphasize its geological reasoning, 
while modeling technologies for complex environment embody an interpretation instrument 
(Anikeiev, 2008, Anikeiev and Maksymchuk, 2019). 
The steps of geological-gravitational modeling are as follows: 
1. The development of priori model of environment according to the greatest possible complex 
of geological and geophysical data: 
– the analysis of geological and geophysical findings; 
– set up the structural basis of the model which includes delimitation geological 
boundaries based on drilling data and geoseismic contouring as well as   their identification within the 
length of cross-section (area) and the introduction of additional boundaries to describe individual 
geological formations; 
– the assessment of rocks density considering age, depth and position of rocks; 
– the formalization of priori model by the means of formats of computer modelling; 
– the solution of gravity modeling and correlation between the field of priori model and the observed 
anomalous gravity field; 
2. The specifying of priori model parameters: 
– the analysis of inconsistency between the priori and the observed fields and identifying the 
directions for adjustment of model characteristics to decrease the inconsistency; 
– adjustment (refinement) of structural and density parts of the model within safe range including 
geological structure of the cross-section; 
– the solution of gravity modeling and comparison between the field of refined priori model and 
anomalous observed field; 
– the analysis of fields inconsistency followed by model adjustment, the solution of gravity modeling 
etc. to acceptable fields’ consistence.  
Refined priori model is the initial model for automated completion of the gravity inversion (the step 
of detailing). 
3. The specifying of refined models: 
– the specifying of density distribution (horizon shape) within initial models by means of computer 
technologies of solving the linear (structural) gravity inversion. 
Unfortunately, the ambiguousness of gravity inversion causes a number of identical equivalent 
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models. To determine the optimal model and significantly decrease the number of equivalent models, 
modeling techniques involve the assessment of the geological features of density model: 
–  consistency (the principle of maximum use of geological and geophysical data); 
–  informativity (the principle of the accomplishment of complex structure); 
–  conformance (the principle of accountability of interpreter’s geological hypothesis). 
The modelling is performed using computer system for solving gravity modeling and gravity 
inversion (2D and 3D) “Complex.Gravity” (Anikeiev, 1999). 
 
Results of geological-gravitational modeling. 
 
We have developed the geological-gravimetric depth models considering the following data. Wells 
have passed the overthrust complex of flysch at a number of places within the Western (Polish) 
Carpathians; the Neogene and Paleozoic (Cambrian, Devonian and Carbonic) rocks were discovered 
under the very flysch. The above-mentioned supports the allochtonous location of all zones of plicated 
Carpathians (Sokolivka, Pidsilesia, Silesia and Mahurka) (Krupskyi, 2001). The Ordovician rocks, 
discovered within Dobromyl-Strilbychi area, as well as the fragments of Carbonic coal among flysch 
prove the presence of the Paleozoic rocks under the overlap fault within the north-western part of the 
Eastern Carpathians; the presence of coal fragments within flysch is caused by the redeposition 
process. To the south the Paleozoic rocks are overlapped by platform deposits of Mesozoic (Jurassic 
and Cretaceous), that is proved by the cross-section of Stryi key well 1, which is situated within the 
exterior of the Precarpathian Depression. The direct evidence of the existence of Mesozoic deposits 
within the Carpathians underthrust zone was obtained from the wells Lastovets-2, Rozhyn-1, 
Petrovets-2 and 3, Sergii-1, and from the wells within Lopushnia oil field. In these wells Mesozoic 
deposits are covered with the Neogene deposits of the Badenian age. Moreover, while geological-
gravitational modeling the data of deep and super-deep wells were used. The very wells haven’t 
discovered the Carpathians subbed, but gave some limitations of depths. The wells are as follows: 
Hryniava-1, Nadvirna-1, Vilkhivka-18, Luhy-1, Shevchenkovo-1, Mizun-1, Vyshkiv-1, Mizhhiria-1, 
Trukhaniv-1 and others. The fragmentation of the bedrock (subbed) into individual blocks was 
illustrated by the analysis of gravimetric data (Monchak et al., 2010; Maievskyi et al., 2012 and 
others). While developing the deep part of the models up to a depth of 60000 m (considering regional 
field behavior) has been regarded to all geological constructions presented in the very thesis (Boiko et 
al., 2003). Geological-gravitational modeling used to be done along three interpretative cross-sections, 
which are perpendicular to the isolines of the gravity field and through the elevated and prospective 
objects within the underthrust.  
Hryniava-Lopushnia is the first cross-section (Fig. 1) with a length of over 80 km, which intersects 
the Boryslav-Pokutsk Carpathians, starts from the Porkulets, stretches through Chornohora, Skyba, 
Boryslav-Pokutsk and Sambir overlap faults and enters the Bilche-Volytsia zone. Five elevations are 
identified based on modeling data: Solonets, Lopushnia, Biskivske, Putyla and Koniatyn. They are 
(except the first one) situated under Pokutsk folds of Carpathians and overlapped by the Neogene 
molasses. The Mesozoic deposits within the very elevations turn to be oil-and-gas-perspective and 
within the Lopushnia block oil deposit have been discovered. 
The second cross-section is Bystrytsia-Zelena-Bohorodchany (Fig. 2) with a length of 70 km. The 
very cross-section begins from Krosno zone, passes through the Carpathians overlap faults, Bilche-
Volytsia zone and ends on Volyn-Podillia plate. Three elevations are identified. The elevations are 
related to the base of the Carpathians and are as the follows: Nadvirna, Bukovets and Koshytse. The 
other elevations aren’t clearly defined.   
The third cross-section line is Trukhaniv-Stryi (Fig. 3) with a length of 70 km. The cross-section line 
was drawn through Skyba Carpathians, Boryslav-Pokutsk and Sambir overlap faults and Bilche-
Volytsia zone. Indeed, except Stryi elevation, the presence of South-Stryi and Dolishnia elevations 
have been found under Stebnytsia overlap fault; Trukhaniv elevation has been discovered underneath 
the Skyba overlap fault. The very elevation is marked by huge amplitudes and large size. South-Stryi 
elevation lies at a depth up to 4000 m, it is viewed as highly prospective (Khovanets et al., 2019).  
The most reliable prediction of the simulated model is supported by unconformity between observed 
and model fields (both the root mean square and the maximum are less than 0,510-5 m/s2); it can be 
considered as a formal feature. The informal feature of the most reliable prediction is to ensure 
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compliance with the methodology of geological-gravitational modeling. 

 
Figure 1 Geological-gravitational model of Griniava-Lopushnia cross-section  

 

Figure 2 Geological-gravitational model of Bistrytsia-Zelena-Bogorodchany cross-section 
 

 

Figure 3 Geological-gravitational model of Truhanyv-Stryi cross-section  
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Conclusions.  
 
It is impossible to plan the exploration of hydrocarbon deposits without indentifying the perspective 
areas of oil and gas content. Geological-gravitational modeling helps with the detection and tracking 
of the faults and upstanding blocks of the bedrock in terms of drilling data deficiency. Constructed 
depth density models, based on three regional cross-section lines clearly show the deep structure of 
the Precarpathian depression and plicated Carpathians. Paleozoic rocks are covered with Mesozoic 
deposits within the most of elevations associated with positive anomalies within Carpathians overlap 
faults. The Mesozoic deposits are defined as prospective similar to Lopushnia oil field. There are no 
Mesozoic deposits on the far northwest; the elevations are built-up with the Paleozoic rocks.  
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